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Editor's Comments
Lot’s of material this issue. Please excuse the delay in getting it to you.
We’re in the process of putting the final scheduling touches on the Road Show – A Taste
of NAB 2004 for this year. The response, to date has been beyond our wildest
expectations. Those who have attended in the past know that this is an EDUCATIONAL
event as we don’t sell anything but ideas. Last year we received over thirty E-mails
thanking us for our efforts.

The Road Show – a Taste of NAB is
not affiliated with the National
Association of Broadcasters.

The whole purpose of the Road Show is to
bring a taste of the technology that was at NAB
to the folks who couldn’t make it, knowing that
there is really no substitute for the real thing.
This is why we call it “A Taste.” Of course,
those who did go to NAB are most welcome
also. In fact, the Road Show is open to anyone
interested in new technology: we extend an
open invitation to all radio, television, post
production and cable technical personnel and we
try to bring them a good balance between their
various disciplines.

There is NO charge for admission or for the presentation. If you’d like to see what we did
in the past, please visit www.Tech-Notes.TV and select either Taste of NAB 2002 (we
did 31 venues for a total of approx. 450 attendees) or Taste of NAB 2003 we did 36
venues for a total of 1055 attendees). This will take you to the itinerary page and will
show you and who the underwriters were and who the winners of the big – end of the
show door prizes were. Each of the venues has its own page and will show you pictures
of our presentation, some of the folks who attended and who won the door prizes at the
local venues.
We have only five simple requirements for the good folks who permit us to do our
presentation:
1. Provide a place where the presentation won’t get rained on. (preferably a TV
studio)
2. Provide 35 feet (or more) of cafeteria type table space so we have a place where
the equipment we bring can be put on display.
3. Provide at least one outlet that can deliver 117VAC @ 20A.
4. Provide attendees. It is encouraged that all of the Radio, Television, Cable and
Post house techs and engineers within a reasonable distance from the presentation
be given an invitation to attend. We also recommend that invitation be given to
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any of the educational institutions in the area that have electronics programs be
informed.
5. Work with us to obtain funding from local vendors for a buffet so those in
attendance can have a meal while they are in attendance. We have no problem
with vendors who spring for food to display their new technology and talk about
it, but no sales pitches as this is purely an educational event.
I bring all equipment, table coverings and electrical wiring, etc. It typically takes about an
hour and a half to set up and the same to strike after the presentation. We have found that
restaurants are not a good place, but if the one you typically use has good external access
to the meeting room so we don’t bother their other customers, then that can work out OK.
As mentioned earlier, we have a business card drawing for the door prizes we bring. We
also recommend that the local hosts supplement what we bring, but it is not necessary.
If you look at the website: www.Tech-Notes.TV and select Taste of NAB 2004, you can
see we’re on a very tight schedule across the US. Most of our presentations are normally
part of an SBE Chapters and/or SMPTE Sections meeting. Because of the tight schedule,
most don’t seem to have a problem moving their meeting dates to coincide with
whenever the schedule happens to put us in their town.
To date, we have booked 49 venues this year and have two openings (see the itinerary).
We expect to far exceed the attendance of the past two years. When we spoke to the
contact people listed on the various venue pages, most didn’t know where we’d hold our
presentation, but said to please book them anyhow and they’d have a place by the time
we got there.
We will be taking twelve underwriters with us this year. Although we have no signed
agreements in place as of this writing, we do have nine companies who have said they
want us to take their technology to the grass root engineers and share with them the new
technology they have to offer. We also have two companies who are offering venue-byvenues door prizes, to date. We are working on more. (Again, this is all on the website.)
It should be very apparent that we at Tech-Notes support and foster any educational
opportunity for all engineers in any aspect of broadcasting, post production, cable, etc.
We receive newsletters from many SBE chapters around the country and enjoy not only
the technical articles, but some of the more creative ways of getting members to
meetings. What follows is inspired from the Chapter 36 newsletter (San Diego, CA):
If you have any questions or would like to be involved in The Road Show in any way –
underwriter, door prizes, etc., please feel free to contact us: RoadShow@Tech-Notes.TV
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Letters to the Editor
Editor’s Note: Unless specifically asked not to print letters to us, we will.
From: Chester Hartwell chester50@hvc.rr.com
Re: Tech-Notes #0121
I am finally digging into Tech Notes 0121 and came across the Digital Cinema
announcement piece on the Mann's Chinese 2k Digital Cinema projector by Fred
Lawrence.
FYI:
First, it is a Christie Digital Cinema projector. The smaller of the two models, usually
used in large post house screening rooms or very small theatres.
Second the projector in the pixilated photo is NOT a 2k (CP 2000-H series) but a 1.2k
current version: Model DCP-I (the paint job, tiny lamp house and dual lens mount are the
identifiers).
Thirdly the projector and server at the Mann Chinese were provided by and owned by
Technicolor Digital Cinema. The server is the AMS developed by Qualcomm and TDC.
Fourth-this is the first commercial 2k installation in the United States (the Far East is the
hotbed).
The CP Series

This is the link to the Christie CP2000 spec page:
http://www.christiedigital.com/products/products.asp?Port=5&ProdPartNo=CPSERIES&
Show=Images
This is the Technicolor Mann Chinese 2k press release:
http://www.technicolor.com/TCP_About_Press_Release_Detail/0,8492,CNUS-LNUETNTCP_Press_Release_2004_Technicolor_Digital_Cinema-L14-L22-L31,00.html
TDC /Qualcomm AMS server link to a SMPTE paper:
http://www.qualcomm.com/digitalcinema/pdf/smptepaper.pdf
Chester Hartwell
(Editor’s Note: We stand corrected on all points. – Thanks)
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From: Jay Cordova arteffects@mindspring.com >
Subject: Last Issue Thanks
I meant to say thanks so much for putting that letter about gathering old TV material in
your last issue. I'm getting carried away with this - enough to start a non-profit
organization to gather and preserve this stuff. "Institute of" something or other -- I'm
having a hard time coming up with a name. This was really Lou Dorfsman's idea, and I'm
hoping to get folks like him, Bill Feigenbaum and other well-knowns involved. Just being
able to use their names as people involved and supportive would give great credibility.
Anyway, again thank you very much. Haven't heard anything yet but am keeping my
fingers crossed.
Jay Cordova -- Springboard Creative/Atlanta

From: Robert N. Vendeland RNVendeland@cox.net
Subject: Just read Tech Notes (#121)
I just finished reading Tech Notes and it reminded me that I had not yet wished you a
Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
You do a good job with Tech Notes. Keep it up.
Merry Christmas and Happy ( and successful) New Year!
Bob
(Editor’s Note: Bob is the founder of The Order of the Iron Test Pattern.)
From: Stefan Bucek Stefan_Bucek@cable.comcast.com
Subject: Glossary
This site is fantastic! I found it on a Google search, entering "Broadcast Terms
Glossary," and yours was the first site listed. I wanted to find out what "BNC" stood for,
and by golly, you had it! You also have a lot of other stuff. I've bookmarked it, and will
probably spend countless minutes surfing through it, trying to increase my knowledge.
Thanks so much for making it possible!
Stefan A.D. Bucek Production & Programming Manager, South Bay
Comcast -- San Jose CA
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News
CES (Las Vegas) 2004 – A Report
By Dale Cripps hdtvmagazine@ilovehdtv.com
The CES was a smashing success in many ways including its having
become the largest of the electronics oriented trade shows in the
nation. This premiere show attracted 129,000 registrants (and every
one of them was in my cab line! Jeff Joseph, VP of communications
for CEA, assured me that the long cab lines endured this year would
be fixed for next year.)
The great news for all of us who love HDTV and want to see the rest
of the world get it is that now they have the opportunity to do so with both better and
cheaper displays. Even seasoned players like Tom Mc Mahon of Dolby came up to me to
say that he could hardly believe his eyes. Flat panel displays were everywhere with the
big LCD versions (55 in) being spectacularly impressive. Plasma suffered in side by side
viewing with the LCD with the clear exception being the Pioneer Elite PDP. They were
impressive and you would never feel like you made a bad choice should you wind up
with one. We did see a working model of the full 1080 X 1920 DLP chip made into a
projector and the added resolution over the 720 P version was most welcome. This chip
has been on hold from TI due to manufacturing challenges. TI has been reserving this
chip for their Digital Cinema projector markets.
After CES I was off to Hawaii for the Pacific Telecommunications Council annual
conference (where I was asked to give a talk on HDTV). While in Hawaii, the president
of Sony, Kuniitake Ando, said that HDTV is now the center of the digital universe. Their
entire vision for the foreseeable future is based on the core appliance being HDTV which
is connected to a host of other displays in convenient locations managed by a simple
central server, which is also a game machine, a DVD player with burner, and a computer
with all functions. As Mark Cuban said at the CES, "HDTV is a display and a computer
without keyboard." The important statement made here is that HDTV is at the center--the
heart-- of key strategies being expressed by major corporations.
Dale Cripps, Publisher
HDTV Magazine
(Editor’s Note: We wish to thank Dale Cripps for giving us this exclusive report and will
post any additional information as we receive it. For more about the HDTV Magazine,
visit their website: http://www.ilovehdtv.com
Same subject, different input (SkyReport):
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We have it on good authority that there were lines, more lines, long lines and lines that
were the mother of all lines.
That aside, there were some high- (and low-) lights for both satellite and cable watchers
at the show. Among them:
• Busiest booth: Hands down to Chuck Dolan's VOOM. Every time we passed, it
was packed. And a lot of those packees were retailers looking to sell the product.
Yeah, the $749.99 price tag is a gulper, but if retailers think they can sell it, the
VOOM folks just might have a winner.
• Hottest topic: See the above. HDTV ruled the show, from whole phalanxes of
plasma TVs, to the overflow HDTV panel, to DirecTV's claim to be the HDTV
leader (which the VOOM crew found a bit odd) to Charles W.'s new HD package
designed to boost those sagging numbers.
• Best line: Said HDNet's Mark Cuban: The so-called "consumer confusion over
HD will end just as soon as members of the media have HD sets at home."
Hmmm.
• Funniest icon: DISH's giant pig which towered over the plush exhibit, a wad of
cash hanging from its mouth. The busiest spot in the booth was just beneath the
pig, where dozens of folks seemed to want their pictures taken. Wonder how
many of those were cable guys ...
Most upbeat booth: We have to give this one to HNS. Their easy-to-install new DW6000
has given a nice boost to their broadband fortunes, and those DirecTV/TiVo boxes are
flying out the door. (We hear their numbers will be very nice indeed.) It's a great way to
start a new year.
Last man standing: A special award this year for the NCTA. They have the last of the big
(well, used to be big) multichannel shows ... and the gobblers at CES were visibly
circling their terrain. For years, Gary Shapiro and group have been looking to get
programmers to CES. This year they found their wedge with ESPN and its need to push
HD programming with retailers. A well-attended ESPN dinner, co-sponsored by CES,
brought us back to the days when CES was courting the SBCA. Remember the SBCA
show? Remember what happened to it? Oh, yeah....
Worst of the show: Those lines, to say nothing of the elbow-jostling hip-bumping, toesmashing crowds. We give Mr. Shapiro enormous credit for his skill at empire building.
But, for our money, that empire could well collapse under its own weight if the folks at
CES aren't very, very careful.

Tauzin Turns Down MPAA Post
By Charlie Nullia
House Energy and Commerce Committee chairman Billy Tauzin (R-La.)
has turned down an offer from the Motion Picture Association of
America to succeed Jack Valenti as president and is instead mulling an
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offer to head the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America.
Tauzin Spokesman Ken Johnson called it a "flattering offer," and said Tauzin had a tough
time turning it down. "At this point in his life, he did not feel this was the best fit for him
and his family," Johnson said.
As to the pharmaceutical post, Johnson said: "Just as I said for the past year that there
was no deal with MPAA, there is no deal with Pharma either."

Closed Captioning Notice
By Larry Bloomfield
Be aware that Closed Captioning requirements have changed as the
first of the year. Check out this URL to see what the new requirements
for closed captioning of new non-exempt English and Spanish
language video programming are, and a reminder of other captioning
requirements as well.
http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/DA-04-2A1.doc

Smaller Faster and Better
By Fred Lawrence
Semiconductor researchers have known since the 1950s that the quantum-confinement
effects of tunnel diodes boost circuit speed and current handling while reducing
component count and power consumption.
Now some researchers say a new CMOS-compatible tunnel diode process could extend
the lifetime of existing silicon fabs by leapfrogging the next node in the semiconductor
road map (as defined by Moore's Law). Silicon-integratable tunnel diodes might also
provide enough current density to allow telecom radiofrequency components to be moved
off separate-and costly-gallium-arsenide chips and onto silicon, allowing one-chip
solutions for broadcasting that can boggle the mind.
Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) has fabricated a standard CMOS (complementary
metal-oxide semiconductor) transistor with a gate
length of 10 nanometers, six times smaller than the
smallest CMOS transistors currently in production.
Smaller transistors mean more of them can be placed on
a chip, and thereby boost the chip's processing
capability. This breakthrough could lead to a chip with
1 billion transistors at a similar size to current chips
which hold 100 million transistors.
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The 10-nanometer transistor relies on a design known as the Fin Field Effect Transistor
(FinFET), which adds an extra gate to the traditional single-gate transistor design. The
double gate effectively doubles the electrical current that can be sent through a given
transistor, and a thin vertical silicon fin helps control leakage of current through the
transistor when it is in the off stage
These new chips can run at 10 GHz and more with little or no trouble. Look out Intel!
Although a search on Google brought up some of this technology, it is far from current,
but interesting reading, none-the-less.
Is it alive?
One source tells us (Science (vol 302, p 1380)) that a functional electronic nano-device
has been manufactured using biological self-assembly for the first time.
Israeli scientists harnessed the construction capabilities of DNA and the electronic
properties of carbon nanotubes to create the self-assembling nano-transistor. The work
has been greeted as "outstanding" and "spectacular" by nanotechnology experts.
Braun's team began their manufacturing process by coating a central part of a long DNA
molecule with proteins from an /E. coli/ bacterium. Next, graphite nanotubes coated with
antibodies were added, which bound onto the protein.
After this, a solution of silver ions was added. The ions chemically attach to the
phosphate backbone of the DNA, but only where no protein has attached. Aldehyde then
reduces the ions to silver metal, forming the foundation of a conducting wire.
To complete the device, gold was added. This nucleates on the silver and creates a fully
conducting wire. The end result is a carbon nanotube device connected a both ends by a
gold and silver wire.
The device operates as a transistor when a voltage applied across the substrate is varied.
This causes the nanotubes to either bridge the gap between the wires - completing the
circuit - or not.
Out of 45 nanoscale devices created in three batches, almost a third emerged as selfassembled transistors. They work at room temperature and the only restriction for future
devices is that the components must be compatible with the biological reactions and the
metal-plating process.
The team have already connected two of the devices together, using the biological
technique. The same process could allow us to create elaborate self-assembling DNA
sculptures and circuitry.
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Keeshan/Capt. Kangaroo Dead at 76.
By Larry Bloomfield
Bob Keeshan, CBS' Captain Kangaroo, passed away at the age of 76.
"Captain Kangaroo" debuted on Oct. 3, 1955, and Keeshan remained in
that role until 1993.
I fondly remember him as Clarabell the Clown on The Howdy Doody
Show and he also played a roll as Mr. Mayor, another kids show. When
stationed at Armed Forces Television Service in Hollywood, I
kinescoped both shows (Mayor and Kangaroo) for distribution around
the world. Remember many bases had both service personnel and their families.
Long Island-born Keeshan began as a receptionist at NBC Radio’s Manhattan office.
There, Bob Smith offered him small parts acting on Triple B Ranch and as special
assistant for The Howdy Doody Show.
Keeshan’s first appearance as Clarabell, the mute clown who communicated by honking
a horn, generated enormous response and convinced him to take the role. Keehsan left the
series in 1952 and went on to play a toymaker on WABC-TV New York’s Tinker’s
Workshop, as well as a succession of other clown characters, such as Corny on the
cartoon program Time For Fun.
Keeshan and long-time friend Jack Miller pitched the Captain Kangaroo series to CBS,
which approved. Keeshan supervised and contributed to daily scripts of the show to
insure it maintained his standards of appropriate children’s entertainment.
Captain Kangaroo debuted on CBS in 1955 (on the same day as the premiere of The
Mickey Mouse Club) and became the longest-running children’s series in network
history, lasting 29 years before leaving the air in 1984.
http://www.museum.tv/archives/etv/K/htmlK/keeshanbob/keeshanbob.htm

JACK PAAR, 85, DIES
Information gathered by Larry Bloomfield
Host created late-night talk show format for NBC Jack Paar, the
early television luminary who pioneered the late-night talk show
format as the host of NBC's "Tonight Show" from 1957 to 1962,
has died. He was 85. Paar died at his Greenwich home as a result of
a long illness, said Stephen Wells, Paar's son-in-law. His daughter
and wife were by his side, Wells said.
Born in Canton, Ohio, U.S.A., 1 May 1918, Jack Paar is one of
television's most intriguing and enigmatic talkshow hosts. In
addition to serving as the Tonight Show, he also headed his own
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NBC variety series from 1962 to 1965. Both series were stamped with Paar's volatile and
unpredictable personality and often a haven for witty, literate conversation.
http://www.memorabletv.com/halloffame/jackparr.htm

What’s OK for us is not OK for you.
By Larry Bloomfield
"Interference to full-power DTV service–already a problem based on existing services
alone–has the potential to throw the transition off course," so says the National
Association of Broadcasters and the Association for Maximum Service Television in
comments to the FCC recently. The trade groups for full-power broadcasters urged the
FCC to require low-powers to make a "flash cut" from analog to digital on their current
channels rather than letting them offer both services simultaneously during the transition.
It would appear that what was good the full power folks is not OK for LPTV during their
transition from analog.
NABV & MSTV have so many agenda items that are the same, one can only wonder why
there are two organizations doing the same thing and so much redundancy. None-the-less,
NAB and MSTV are now on the warpath not wanting the FCC to granting a second
channel to LPTV outlets, translators and boosters. They claim this would create more
congestion and interference on the already crowded TV spectrum.
Last August, the FCC tentatively concluded that lower-power stations should receive a
second channel while the transition to DTV is under way but said a final decision would
be made after a review of public comments. Rules for conversion of full-power stations
have been in place since 1997; none had yet been set for LPTV and satellites serving
rural communities missed by full-power stations or carrying programming targeted at
minority groups and some urban neighborhoods.
"Interference to full-power DTV service–already a problem based on existing services
alone–has the potential to throw the transition off course," NAB and MSTV wrote in
comments to the FCC. The trade groups for full-power broadcasters urged the FCC to
require low-powers to make a "flash cut" from analog to digital on their current channels
rather than letting them offer both services simultaneously during the transition.
There are ten states in which there are over 300 translators extending the coverage of full
power stations. The latest stats published on the FCC website (Sept. 2003)
http://www.fcc.gov/mb/audio/totals/index.html show:
UHF TRANSLATORS
VHF TRANSLATORS
TOTAL

2655
2084

UHF LOW POWER TV
VHF LOW POWER TV

1588
523

4,739
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TOTAL

2,111

This same document says there are 1,730 full power stations in operation, but does not
say how many of them have a second channel to broadcast DTV on during their
transition.
The Community Broadcasters Association, which represents
low-powers, said it was "disappointed" by the NAB/MSTV
insistence on a flash cut. Such a requirement would be "suicidal,"
CBA said, because fewer and fewer viewers would tune in as
viewers buy digital sets.

The 2006 Give-Back Is On the Table Again
(Compiled from several articles and press releases)
What will surly create a bit of a stir in Washington is a discussion draft of proposed
digital-TV legislation would require broadcasters to return analog spectrum by 2006 and
drop a current law allowing stations to keep analog spectrum beyond that date if fewer
than 85 percent of homes in their market can receive a broadcast digital signal.
There are two factors at play here. The measure is supported by the wireless industry,
which is eager for the government to reclaim analog spectrum and auction it off for new
uses. Secondly, Congress what the money gained from the auctions to help balance the
budget, but broadcasters say the 85 percent trigger is necessary to ensure their survival
while consumers make the switch to digital TV.
The legislation was drafted by staffs of House Energy and Commerce Committee
chairman Billy Tauzin (R-La.) and the
committee's ranking Democrat, John
Dingell of Michigan. At first blush, it
would appear that both parties want to get
their hands on the big bucks they see
coming from those down-the-road auctions,
but no major consumer technology switch
has ever been completed in such a short
time frame.
One can not help but wonder if there isn’t some kind of organized plot to kill over the air
television broadcasting or is it just plain greed and avarice on the part of our legislators.
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Closing the Barn After The Horse Is Out
By Larry Bloomfield
In our last edition we ran the story about the trash-mouth
performer who, during the Billboard Music Awards show
aired last month on America’s distance fourth network –
FOX, caused the big stir by using the “F” word. To make
matters worse, the FCC said it was OK the way the word was
used and would not seek sanctions against the network or the
stations that aired the trash.
In a lock the barn after the horse is out effort, FOX has instituted a policy where it will
delay in general “at risk,” program material because they say that there is too much at
stake for stations to take that risk.
The delay of the live programs will be up to five minutes, as opposed to the normal fiveto 10-second delay.
FOX says the greatest imputes for this move is because of the potty-mouthed co-star of
Fox’s Simple Life, Nicole Richie. On the awards program, she let loose with a string of
obscenities only half of which were caught by the five-second delay. Richie’s antics
angered viewers and caught the attention of the FCC.
Fox has vowed to take aggressive steps to ensure it doesn’t happen again, said Fox
Networks Group President Tony Vinciquerra. Talent that try to play with the censors are
really putting live programming at risk.
Now if we could get FOX to wake up to the wonderful world of HDTV and stop passing
off their standard definition fair as anything but warmed over NTSC, they might be
making progress to some in the same echelon as ABC, CBS, NBC, UPN and the WB.

Key Satellite Legislation Debuts on Hill
From: SkyReport

Hatch

Leahy

DeWine
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Orrin Hatch, the Utah Republican and chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, has
introduced the Satellite Home Viewer Extension Act of 2004, getting Vermont Sen.
Patrick Leahy - the committee's ranking Democrat - as well as Sens. Mike DeWine (ROhio) and Herb Kohl (D-Wis.) to cosponsor the measure.
As expected, the bill provides for a five-year extension of the statutory license allowing
satellite TV services to deliver secondary transmissions of distant network and
superstation programming, which is in the Copyright Act. The current license permits
satellite TV companies to provide subscribers residing in unserved households with
network programming from distant TV markets. This section is set to expire at the end of
2004.
The limited extension recognizes that satellite TV is still making local channels available
to subscribers, especially in rural areas, which Hatch said is "an important development
for viewers and local broadcasters, as well as for the satellite carriers themselves."
The Satellite Home Viewer Improvement Act (SHVIA), which became law in 1999,
authorized for the first time the retransmission of local signals via satellite to subscribers.
Local TV delivery via satellite has a permanent copyright license, and isn't part of the
satellite extension act.
Edward Fritts, president of the National Association of
Broadcasters, said the organization supports the
legislation's introduction and will work towards passage
of a bill re-authorizing SHVIA. However, he said, "Our
ultimate goal is to see 'local-to-local' extended to all
television stations in all 210 markets, and we strongly
oppose attempts by satellite providers to bypass
carriage of local stations."

Utah's uncable surprise - Over-the-air venture offers 11 cable nets,
HDTV in Salt Lake
From: Craig Birkmaier craig@pcube.com
Looks like my former colleague Ken Kerschbaumer has
been doing his homework. A Broadcasting and Cable
article fills in many of the missing pieces related to the
USDTV announcement last week.
One of the most interesting details is that the HD STBs
cost $250. Looks like Hisense is fronting 60% of the
cost of these boxes to USDTV. Also, it looks like Sinclair is likely to be a partner when
USDTV rolls out in Las Vegas.
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Is there a pattern emerging here? Looks like USDTV is choosing markets where the
majority of the population lives in a valley below the DTV antenna farms. I guess it
makes sense to go for the low hanging fruit first. But as Ken points out, it will probably
take an investment of $30 million to get 10% market share in Salt Lake City, and $1
Billion to get a foothold in the nations top 30 markets.
Personally I am thrilled to see this launch. We may soon learn whether the ATSC
standard can support a competitive service, and if there is a viable market for a slimmed
down multi-channel service.
One other interesting comment in the article is from USDTV President and CEO of Steve
Lindsley. "Lindsley says negotiations are under way with other nets and, as DTV
encoders continue to compress more data into less bandwidth, more channels will be
added to the mix."
I wonder if Linsey understands that MPEG-2 DTV encoders have pretty much squeezed
out as much as is possible with the MPEG-2 algorithms? Perhaps he knows that he can
squeeze many of the cable networks just as hard as the DBS operators do, adding more
channels at the expense of quality for all?
Or will these boxes support an advanced codec like AVC?
I sincerely doubt that these boxes will support anything other than MPEG-1 and MPEG2, which means that USDTV will be forced to migrate subscribers to new boxes in order
to keep the service competitive.
Of course, this will only be a problem if the service gets off the ground in the first place.
(Editor’s Note: In speaking with USDTV spokes person, Brent Petersen, VP
Communications, (Brent@USDTV.com) he indicated that parts of Birkmaier’s comments
were speculation and not based in actual fact. Petersen did say that the lessons learned
at the now defunked predecessor of USDTV, WOWTV, will pay an important roll in the
evolution of USDTV as it was a very valuable learning process. Petersen also mentioned
the cost of the boxes is $150.00, not $250.00 as mentioned above. For more information,
visit: www.USDTV.com)

DTV Transition Scoreboard
From an NAB Press Release and the FCC data base
The National Association of Broadcasters announced on December 18, 2003 that 28
additional local broadcast stations joined the list of television stations broadcasting in
digital, bringing the total number of DTV stations on air to 1,129 in 202 markets that
serve 99.35% of U.S. TV Households. In case you forgot, there are 210 markets. It’s
about time they came out with an up date, but it hasn’t happened as of this writing.
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In addition, 84.15% of the more than 106 million U.S. TV households are in markets with
five or more broadcasters airing DTV and 59.23% are in markets with eight or more
broadcasters sending digital signals. This should count for something.
The following is from the FCC’s data base on January 2, 204,
LICENSED (LIC): 486 (-0-)
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT:(CP) 877 (-4)
CP Modification (CP MOD) 327 (+4)
STA (All variations) 929 (+7)
STA (Modifications) 68 (-0-)
APPLICATIONS (minus rulemaking) 225 (-1)
Rule making - Digital channel changes
PENDING APPLICATIONS 40 (-0-)
GRANTS 130 (-0-)
DISMISSED 2 (-0-)
(The numbers in parenthesis are change from the December 20, 2003 listing)
Note: The total will be greater than the number of DTV stations as some stations have
licenses, construction permits and applications on file. Subtracting the STA Modification
number from the number in STA (All variations) will give a more accurate indication of
the number of DTV stations operating under STA.
A spreadsheet showing all current DTV entries in the FCC CDBS TV engineering
database files dated Jan. 2, 2004 is available from www.xmtr.com/fcc/dt040102.zip. The
entire TV engineering database (large file - over 2MB) extracted from the CDBS is
available from www.xmtr.com/fcc/tv040102.zip. Both files are available now.
For additional information, visit: www.nab.org and for a complete list of stations on air
visit: http://www.nab.org/Newsroom/issues/digitaltv/DTVStations.asp
(Editor’s Note: Thanks to Doug Lung of TV Technology for the notes above.)

Compromise on TV-Station Ownership Limit Expected to Hold
By Charlie Nullia
The Washington lawmakers game of attaching unrelated things to very important bills
that must get through Congress is the way that legislation that can’t stand on its own two
feet and pass ever gets put into law. It appears this is the case with the Ownership Limits
issue. Senate Democrats say they don't have the votes to permanently block passage of a
massive spending bill that could effectively put the ownership limits issue to rest on
Capitol Hill.
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While Democrats and some Republicans succeeded in stalling the bill Tuesday, Senate
Minority Leader Tom Daschle (D., S.D.), said he doesn't have the votes to do so beyond
Jan. 31, when a temporary spending bill funding the government expires.
The larger and more important bill provides $820 billion for 11 cabinet-level agencies,
other independent agencies and hundreds of special projects in members' districts. It also
includes a policy change that would prohibit media companies from buying more
television stations once they can reach 39% of the television-viewing audience. – Sneaky,
isn’t it?
This whole issue was raised from a spark to a bond fire when FCC raised the limits to
45%. The original draft of the spending bill put the level back to 35%, but in a
compromise, Republican leaders changed the limit to 39%, which accommodates two
networks, Viacom Inc. 's CBS network, and News Corp.'s Fox network. Both currently
reach about 39% of the viewing audience.
According to one Washington source, “must-pass” spending bills typically stand the best
chance of getting through Congress, especially in a congressional election year.

Task Force Seeks Comments On Switching To Ipv6
By Larry Bloomfield
A Commerce Department task force studying the deployment of the
next generation of Internet Protocols is asking for public comment on
the benefits, costs and status of moving to IPv6.
Anyone who wishes to make a comment to the Commerce
Department, please feel free to do so.
http://www.gcn.com/vol1_no1/daily-updates/24670-1.html

No More Potty Mouth!
By Fred Lawrence
Sparked by the recent nimiety of trash-mouth talk on national television,
and radio, 24 some House lawmakers, including House Commerce
Committee chairman Billy Tauzin (R-La.) and ranking Democrat John
Dingell (D-Mich.), bellied up the task of being co-sponsors of Rep. Fred
Upton’s (R-Mich.) bill to raise fines for broadcast indecency tenfold.
The bill would raise the top fine the FCC can fine to $275,000 per violation and $3
million for a repeated violation.
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"This legislation will significantly strengthen the FCC’s hand in punishing those who
peddle indecent and obscene material over our airwaves," Upton said. Upton, chairman of
the House Telecommunications Subcommittee, will hold a hearing on indecency Jan. 28.

Multicast Must-carry Mussel
By Larry Bloomfield
What appeared to be brewing as the nest Beltway
Battleground, Multicast may have breached the quagmire
and gained the understanding and support necessary to be
come a reality. According to a recent article in a popular
trade magazine, rumors at the FCC and beyond indicate
that at least three FCC commissioners are willing to grant
broadcasters carriage rights on cable for their multicast
channels. Commission members Kathleen Abernathy,
Michael Copps and Kevin Martin have all stated separately that they understand the need
to mandate carriage, given cable’s nearly 80 percent penetration into consumers’ homes,
but are hinging their votes on Chairman Michael Powell’s upcoming proposal of
broadcasters’ DTV public-interest obligations. At present, cable systems are required to
carry only one programming service per station.
The NBC Television Affiliates Association told the FCC local broadcast licensees are
developing digital multicast strategies to supplement HDTV programming, including
locally-oriented weather, traffic and information services, along with additional
programming aimed at local communities. This, along with the story we carried here in
Tech-Notes last month about ABC’s multicasting plans should have some impact on the
FCC-five.
Not all is rosy. The Satellite Broadcasting and Communications Association has also
been vocal about multicast. In a meeting at the FCC earlier this month, the association
took issue with forced carriage of broadcast station multicast material by DBS operators.
The SBCA said in its view the commission should not impose a forced multicast mustcarry regime on DBS operators, and any carriage of multicast material should be based
upon consumer demand and market forces.
It is understandable for the SBCA to voice such an issue. In an effort to get as many
local-into-local channels on the bandwidth limited spacecraft, the demand to provide each
broadcaster with a full 6 MHz. would put a serious hitch in their getty-up. Most of the
local-into-locals are only given 1.5 MHz as that’s all that is very arguably required to
make the standard definition signal clear, but still soft.
Federal regulators have tried their best to accommodate the cost pressures on the nation's
1,730 full power television stations every step of the way. In fact, when 65% of
commercial stations flouted the May 2002 deadline to begin digital broadcasting, the
Federal Communications Commission did some finger-wagging, but not much else.
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With this change in the wind, broadcasters could be on the verge of their biggest DTV
policy victory before the FCC for a very long time. Remember it was back then that the
FCC gave, temporarily, free valuable digital spectrum; a gift full power broadcasters
would deny the LPTV, TV booster and translator sector of the industry.
Communications Daily has published a story about the FCC proceeding on cable carriage
of digital television. It refers to a filing by the NCTA regarding a filing by ABC and NBC
in favor of forced carriage of DTTB multicasts. So I downloaded the NCTA filing from
the following address:
http://www.ncta.com/press/press.cfm?PRid=430&showArticles=ok
It makes for some very interesting reading.
We’re not alone in our position that cable must carry everything an over the broadcaster
has to deliver in his 6 MHz bandwidth.

HDTV cameras at State of the Union
From: Mike Strein Mike.J.Strein@abc.com
We, (ABC) were the pool, meaning
that we did all the coverage and
provided the feeds, both HD and SD to
the other networks. The cameras were
all Thomson 6000 Worldcam cameras
operating in 720P mode, save for the
one RF handheld camera that was SD
(525i) converted to 720P. We cross-converted to 1080i at the truck
for NHK. We transmitted native 720P on satellite back to ABC.
NBC and CBS received this feed via satellite and converted to 1080i at their facilities.
Fox did as well, and converted to 480i widescreen at their facility. I managed
transmission at the capitol, so you asked the right person.

ATSC Publishes Updated A/54A
From: Christy Kehlbeck kehlbeck@atsc.org
The
Advanced
Television
Systems
Committee, Inc. (ATSC) has published a
comprehensive update of “The Guide to the
Digital Television Standard.” The revision,
known as Recommended Practice A/54A,
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provides an overview and tutorial of the ATSC digital television system as defined in
Standards A/52A and A/53B.
“The document brings together the key elements of the ATSC digital television system
and explains the underlying concepts in detail. Program producers, broadcast stations,
receiver manufacturers, and hardware/software vendors will find it a valuable
implementation tool,” said Jerry Whitaker, ATSC Vice President of Standards
Development.
The update was a result of input from a broad scope of experts.
This Recommended Practice and related documents can be downloaded from the ATSC
website at www.atsc.org/standards/practices.html.

New wireless standard to carry cable TV signal
By Fred Lawrence
According to a story that ran on the Reuters News service a new wireless technology with
enough bandwidth to carry cable television signals from a wall-mounted outlet to a TV
anywhere in the home could be on the market as early as next year.
The Multiband OFDM Alliance, led by Texas Instruments Inc. (NYSE:TXN), the world's
top maker of microchips for cell phones, said it would publish standards for the
technology in May..
For more, visit: http://finance.lycos.com/home/news/story.asp?story=40317337
(Editor’s Note: We don’t believe this story and the one below are the same.)

New pay TV service
By Charlie Nullia
A new competing service is on the horizon. An auction is in progress for licenses for new
microwave TV competitor for cable, satellite TV, et al. In the Multichannel Video
Distribution and Data Service (MVDDS) auction, the top bidders for the MVDDS
sharing satellite downlink frequencies seem to be companies financed by EchoStar and
VOOM, the satellite TV service set to be spun off from New York-area cable company
Cablevision. Bidding has reportedly hit $100 million and may go even higher.
At the end of Round 38, DTV Norwich, LLC was the top bidder for licenses for the five
TV markets -- New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia and San Francisco Oakland-San Jose. South.com LLC was the top bidder for the next five markets -- Boston
through Detroit. In case these names aren't familiar to you, it was reported that a federal
filing showed Cablevision Systems held a 49 percent interest in DTV Norwich LLC.
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RockyMountainNews.com reporter Chris Welch, in the article EchoStar-Linked
Company Seeking to Widen Spectrum said EchoStar owns 49.9 percent of South.com.
Chris Welch's article has comments from several industry experts on how EchoStar could
use the investment
For
more:
http://www.tvtechnology.com/dlrf/one.php?id=307
and
http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&cid=599&ncid=738&e=8&u=/nm/20040
126/media_nm/media_voom_dc

Digital Secrets: How Spirit Makes Great Photos
By Robert Roy Britt. Senior Science Writer
With Comments by Jim Mendrala
NASA's Spirit Rover is providing a lesson to aspiring digital photographers: Spend your
money on the lens, not the pixels.
Anyone who has ever agonized over whether to buy a 3-megapixel or 4-megapixel digital
camera might be surprised to learn that Spirit's stunningly detailed images of Mars are
made with a 1-megapixel model, a palm-sized 9-ounce marvel that would be coveted in
any geek's shirt pocket.
Spirit's images are IMAX quality, mission managers say.
Intuitively, more pixels means higher resolution. That's generally true on a display
screen. But when capturing images, where a pixel is more properly called a sensor, the
count is just one of many factors that control quality.
What is not told is the fact that three images, red, green and blue, taken with three
exposures on the same CCD means that each pixel has co located RGB images. This
results in a superior picture. Foveon has the sensor that does that now. It is called their
X3 Technology. Not true with most consumer grade digital cameras which use the
"Bayer" filter technique. That's where they have a red, green, blue, green, red, green, etc.
pattern. Twice as many greens as opposed to red and blues. Thus the image has half the
color resolution as the green resolution used as luminance.
For more:
http://www.space.com/businesstechnology/technology/pancam_techwed_040114.html
(Editor’s note: Yes, the JPL team has done a good job but, yes, it could have been better.
By the way.in the early days of digital cinema the idea of quilting the images to get the
2K x 4K resolution was suggested by me and tried while I was at Hughes. Walt Ordway,
CTO at DCI, has seen the results. Worked pretty good just like NASA's pica. Of course
NASA invented it. ;-) Jim Mendrala)
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DLP Up Date & Some Comparisons
By Larry Bloomfield
According to visitors to the recent CES show in Las Vegas, the piece de resistance of
displays is the new 1080p chip, which the Texas Instruments is tentatively calling
"xHD3". The new 1920x1080p DMD array implements SmoothPicture and DarkChip2.
The demonstration unit TI was showing on the CES floor offered impressive image
quality. The company believes that new TVs based around xHD3 will ship before the end
of 2004, and anticipates pricing in the $4,000 to $9,000 range. Interestingly, the new
1080p chip will be focused on the rear projection TV market, and there are no plans
currently to introduce xHD3 into the front projectors.
Remember the ad campaign, “I want my MTV?” Well, the tune is the same but the
message seems to be coming out: “I want my DLP.” “We sell what we can get our hands
on but it's not much,” said Sam Yazdian, the president of Electronic Express in Nashville
who began stocking additional television brands in hopes of getting more of the new sets
for his 15 stores. "We got just 30 percent of what we ordered."
The difference between men and boys is the price of their toys. Yazdian says they keep
running out of models of the thinner new rear-projection televisions which, with prices
sometimes as high as $5,000, are vastly more expensive than any toy.
A new generation of rear-projection televisions - known as microprojection sets, or, as
DLP, for digital light processing, or LCD, for liquid crystal display, sets - have become a
surprise hit during the holidays.
Microprojection sets have sharper images and less bulk than traditional televisions and
earlier projection TV's. Moreover, most can show high-definition programming, which
makes them particularly popular among sports fans.
We purchase a DLP projector for the Road Show last year. When some of the local
venues saw our pictures compared to what their non-DLP projectors produced, they were
embarrassed and wanted to know where to get one like ours. It was truly impressive.
Demand for the DLP sets is about two and a half times what was thought it would be,
according to a spokesperson for Sears. This quite interesting because Samsung says that
they are unable to fill all orders despite having doubled production at its factories in
South Korea and Mexico since June. In the United States, Samsung reports they have
shipped 100,000 microprojection sets in the last year and a half but still have back orders
for 30,000 - a figure they say may be significantly understate the actual unfulfilled
demand.
“There is plenty of consumer demand for HDTV at last, said Steve Smith, the editor of
Twice, a weekly consumer electronics publication (http://www.twice.com/). Dale Cripps,
Publisher of HDTV Magazine reports similar interest and an increase in his readership
(http://www.ilovehdtv.com/
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Where the old and new rear-projection technologies diverge is in how their images are
created. Conventional rear-projection sets, like traditional televisions, use cathode ray
tubes. The micro sets from Samsung and RCA, however, bounce high intensity light off
an array of extremely small, digitally controlled mirrors on the surface of a D.L.P. chip
made by Texas Instruments. Other makers, notably Sony and Panasonic, beam the light
through small liquid crystal devices.
Because the light used in either
micro system is much brighter
than the glowing phosphors of
cathode ray tubes, new rearprojection sets have sharper
images and much more compact
optical systems. While large
conventional rear-projection sets
can be as much as three or four
feet deep, some digital models
only stick out about 12 inches
and weigh as little as 80 pounds.
DynamicBlack™: Dynamically
optimizes
picture
quality,
providing deeper black levels with greater detail in dark scenes and a contrast ratio of
5000:1.
DarkChip2™: Offers dramatically increased contrast ratio to provide increased depth and
picture sharpness and true blacks and whites
SmoothPicture™: Is TI’s technology used in their third generation of 720p and 1080p
chips, providing a smooth, seamless image
HD2+: the latest enhancement to HD2 product line, it offers DarkChip2™ which
enhances contrast for rich and detailed dark scenes
HD3: the next generation DLP chip, offers improved
contrast
and
features
DarkChip2™
and
SmoothPicture™ technologies
xHD3: the first in the x-series of products, offers
1080p resolution and the finest in picture quality with
DarkChip2™ and SmoothPicture™ technologies.
DLP is also the display technology of choice in the
Digital Cinema crowd. The increase in the number of
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pixels per chip and the high light intensity is can support are very valuable ascets.
Plasma displays are having problems. According to Jack Burton of Cablevision
jburton@cv.net, he report that one of their subscribes to their digital service, has kids that
watch one of the channels (Noggin) most of the day on a large-screen plasma TV.
The logo 'bug' for that channel is now apparently burned into the plasma display, such
that it is visible when a solid color background is displayed.
Burton ask if anyone else ever heard of this problem or found a solution and do the
networks know anything about it?
Burton suggests: “It would seem to me that moving the 'bug' around on the screen from
time to time would mitigate it. (Getting rid of those annoying things would help too,
IMO ;-) ) In any case, I don't think there is much we can do (as an operator) to solve the
problem, other than let the networks know about it.”
We received two additional comments from our friends at the CGC communicator (CGC
#607,8):
Accoridnt to Bill Smith (WILLIAM.SMITH@us.ngrid.com), “I have run into plasma
TV monitor RFI a couple of times. I do two-way radio and RFI investigations for a large
electric utility and have found these monitor emissions not only in the AM broadcast
band, but all the way up to around 15 MHz, at distances of up to nearly 500 feet from the
house.
“On one occasion, while tracking a problem for a ham with RFI and while traveling down
a short side street, my Sprague interference receiver and the truck's AM radio started
making harsh raspy video type buzzes while listening at 530 kHz. I looked into a house
at the end of the street and saw a large rectangular HDTV hanging on the wall. Due to
the brightness of the display, I figured it had to be plasma. I noted that the buzz
characteristics changed as the scene changed. Since it was quite a distance from the
complaining ham, I moved on and continued tracking his original problem.”
Fred Vobbe (w8hdu@wlio.com) reports: My in-laws purchased a plasma monitor. I
like to listen to radio at night when I go to bed, at a location that is 47 feet from the
display. On both a Sony ICF-2010 and GE SuperRadio III, that TV takes out many
stations that I previously could hear. Even 0.5 to 1 mv/m signals had traces of noise under
them. Weaker stations at less than 0.1 mv/m that were previously audible, became
completely inaudible.
Based on these reports and the information above and Jim Mendrala’s report below, the
DLP should move into the limelight as the HDTV and display device of choice.
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ATI spins digital TV tuner/decoder chip
From: EE Times By Junko Yoshida
ATI Technologies Inc. is rolling out a digital TV chip that integrates
front-end digital terrestrial and cable demodulators and a back-end
high-definition MPEG-2 decoder. The X210VC "DTV-on-chip" will
give ATI "at least a two-year jump" on DTV silicon competitors,
said director of marketing Mike Gittings.
While many semiconductor companies continue to sit on the fence or have given up on
the U.S. terrestrial DTV market, consumer electronics suppliers are scrambling to meet
the Federal Communications Commission's digital tuner mandate, which requires TV
makers to equip at least 50 percent of their 36-inch and larger TVs with a terrestrial
digital TV tuner/decoder by July 1 (see story, page 18).
http://www.eet.com/semi/news/OEG20040105S0040
(Editor’s Note: ATI Technologies, Inc. is the company who sent us one of their “All-inWonder 9600 PRO” video boards for evaluation. In a word, it is GREAT! We’ll probably
have the story in our next edition.)

Front Seat Laptop/PDA Use Now Illegal In Some States
From a press release
Many of us nearly live by our computers in our offices and
laptops on the road. We thought this story might be of interest to
readers who use laptops and PDAs in their work.
Effective January 1, 2004, in California "A person may not drive a
motor vehicle if a television receiver, a video monitor, or a
television or video screen, or any other, similar means of visually displaying a television
broadcast or video signal that produces entertainment or business applications, is
operating and is located in the motor vehicle at any point forward of the back of the
driver's seat, or is operating and visible to the driver while driving the motor vehicle."
This broad definition appears to cover laptop displays and PDA or cellphone screens that
display e-mail, which is certainly "business applications." The new law allows use of
some equipment when it is "installed in a vehicle":
* A vehicle information display
* A global positioning display
* A mapping display
* A visual display used to enhance or supplement the driver's view forward, behind, or to
the sides of a motor vehicle for the purpose of maneuvering the vehicle.
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TV receiver screens are allowed if they are equipped with an interlock that prevents use
for anything except the four applications above when the vehicle is driven. While mobile
digital terminals installed in an authorized emergency vehicle or in a motor vehicle
providing emergency road service or roadside assistance are excluded from the new law,
those mobile displays I've seen in taxicabs and rental car shuttle busses at Los Angeles
Airport would now appear to be illegal.
Obviously it isn't a good idea to be checking e-mail and using a laptop while driving. If
you drive in California and glance at e-mail messages on a Blackberry or PDA when
stuck in traffic, take a look at the the amendment to Section 27602 of the Vehicle Code.
Under this broadly worded law, a glance at e-mail on a wireless device could get you
charged with a criminal offense!

Copyright – the On Going Battle
From: Craig Birkmaier craig@pcube.com
What follows is a rather long, but well written article about the
challenges we now face related to the continuing encroachment on our
constitutional protections related to the concept of copyright. The article
talks extensively about the new "Copy Left" movement. This is not a
"left wing liberal' label, but rather the term being used to describe those
who seek to return to the original intent of the Constitutional provisions
about copyright that have been trampled during the past century. Here is
a very interesting excerpt that can serve as the synopsis...
One of the central ideas of the Copy Left is that the Internet has been a catalyst for reengaging with the culture -- for interacting with the things we read and watch and listen
to, as opposed to just sitting back and absorbing them. This vision of how culture works
stands in contrast to what the Copy Left calls the ''broadcast model'' -- the arrangement in
which a small group of content producers disseminate their creations (television, movies,
music) through controlled routes (cable, theaters, radio-TV stations) to passive
consumers. Yochai Benkler, the law professor at Yale, argues that people want to be
more engaged in their culture, despite the broadcast technology, like television, that he
says has narcotized us. ''People are users,'' he says. ''They are producers, storytellers,
consumers, inter-actors -- complex, varied beings, not just people who go to the store,
buy a packaged good off the shelf and consume.''
The author of this article concludes: We have to 'invent' the public domain before we can
save it.'' Perhaps he SHOULD have said RE-invent.
The commons of ideas has always existed; it is an important part of the foundation of our
culture, but it is slipping away...PLEASE take the time to read this one!
http://www.nytimes.com/2004/01/25/magazine/25COPYRIGHT.html?th
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What’s Up at NAB-2004?
The latest edition of the NAB2004 Media Newsletter is
available for review by visiting:
http://www.nab.org/conventions/nab2004/press/newsletters.asp
This month's highlights include:
-Oprah Winfrey to Receive DSA
-Gary Shapiro to Keynote BEC
-Wi-Fi Access Available in the LVCC
-'Music and the Spoken Word' Added to Hall of Fame
-And More!

SBE Says FCC Reallocation Plan for 2 GHz BAS Won't Work
From Doug Lung’s RF Report
The Society of Broadcast Engineers (SBE) last week added its voice to opposing the new
BAS reallocation rules proposed by the FCC.
(http://www.tvtechnology.com/dlrf/one.php?id=236 )
The organization in a Petition for Reconsideration of the FCC Third Report and Third
Memorandum Opinion and Order on reallocation of the 2-GHz broadcast auxiliary
spectrum said, "Two different band plans will cause massive interference and significant
loss of news service to the American public." This conclusion is based on a laboratory
tests conducted by Microwave Radio Corporation to determine the amount of
interference a digital signal operating under the new 12-MHz channel band plan would
cause to a conventional FM analog video signal operating under the old 17-MHz channel
band plan and vice-versa.
This situation has to be evaluated because, as the SBE filing and the NAB/MSTV
Petition for Reconsideration and Clarification (see article in this week's RF Report) point
out, there are many cases where news crews from top 30 markets and those outside the
top 30 markets will be covering the same story in the same location. Local frequency
coordinators pointed out that stations in the Salinas-Monterey market (#121) rely on
mountaintop ENG receive sites in the Coastal Range separating the Monterey Bay region
from the San Francisco Bay metro area. Numerous stations in the San Jose/San
Francisco/Oakland market (#5) rely on a mountaintop site only two miles away on the
same mountain range. The SBE filing explains, "When the large-market stations fly their
helicopters or drive their ENG vans to the coast to provide their audience information
about a breaking news story or natural disaster, coordination between the large-market
and small-market stations will be virtually impossible, as each Salinas/Monterey user of
the legacy band plan will necessarily receive on-axis, co-channel interference from up to
three users of the new band plan."
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SBE points out that similar situations exist between top 30 market stations and stations in
surrounding markets -- Boston and Providence; Phoenix and Tucson; and Chicago and
Milwaukee. "Coordinators in all of these markets have examined their current
coordination plans and voiced extreme concern over their markets' respective ability to
absorb the impact of this period of disparity, which the FCC dismisses as 'temporary.' A
major problem is expected in state capitals that are not in the top 30 markets but see
significant ENG use (election coverage, for example) by stations outside the market.
Austin, Texas (market #54) is cited as an example. Stations from Houston (market #11)
and Dallas (#7) have bureaus in Austin and have backhauls (microwave or land-line) to
their main studios. "Dallas stations have been known to relay live coverage of spot news
from Austin all the way back to Dallas via helicopter." Tallahassee, Florida (market
#111) is another example, with ENG trucks from Tampa (#13) often driving to the state
capital to cover stories there. Stations from Miami (#17) and Orlando (#20) also
frequently have ENG operations in Tallahassee.
SBE said that if the impact of this mixed channel plan operation imposed an additional
interference penalty on the order of 10 or even 20 dB worse, "it would be conceivable to
SBE that even more heroic real-time frequency coordination between users might still
make things work." However, if the penalty was on the order of 40 to 50 dB worse, "there
would be no hope of frequency coordinating around such a shortfall, or worsening, of the
frequency coordination requirement."
The SBE filing states, "Unfortunately, the attached MRC report shows that coded
orthogonal frequency division multiplex (COFDM) digital operations would be degraded
by analog operations still on the old band plan by around 43 dB, and that conventional
FM video analog operations would be degraded by around 47 dB by COFDM operations
using the new band plan. SBE does not believe that any amount of improved frequency
coordination would be able to withstand a four to five order of magnitude worsening of
the frequency coordination requirement."
The MRC study included in the SBE Petition for Reconsideration contains numerous
tables, spectrum analyzer photos and graphs showing the impact of interference between
the stations using different band plans and supporting the assertions by SBE and
NAB/MSTV that this staged transition will not work.
SBE's conclusion in its filing nicely summarizes the situation:
"In its zeal to protect the economic interests of the new entrants to the spectrum at 1,9902,025 MHz, the FCC has issued a decision which will force television stations serving an
aggregate of 46 percent of the American public to make a Hobson's choice: either
subsidize the newcomers by absorbing substantial conversion costs up-front, in hopes of
reimbursement three to five years hence, or provide their audiences reduced news
coverage, and therefore inferior service, so spectrum can be given away to a new
technology which offers no equivalent information-disseminating service to the public.
How odd that the FCC would take a step which so obviously undercuts the ability of local
broadcasters to serve the public, while at the same time pursuing a public inquiry into
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Localism in the Media. The uniquely local program content which only local
broadcasters can provide -- including live coverage of breaking news, threatening
weather, natural disasters, or threats to public safety-depend for their existence on the
BAS spectrum that is the subject of this rulemaking, and which SBE and others have so
carefully coordinated for years, to the benefit of local audiences nationwide."
In addition to requesting reconsideration of the Third Report, the SBE asked for
clarification of a conflict between the Third Report and the existing FCC Rules. SBE
notes that Section 74.24(c) of the FCC rules would require the visiting TV Pickup station
to protect the local TV pickup station, effectively preventing operation by visiting digital
ENG trucks, "or certainly a vastly reduced number of visiting digital ENG trucks."
However, the Third Report says BAS stations operating under the old band plan "must
operate on a secondary basis to BAS licensees using the Phase II channel plan and must
be prepared for the potential disruption associated with secondary operation, such as the
interference likely to be caused by a BAS licensee operating on the Phase II channels that
enters the market to cover a sporting event or breaking news story." If the visiting TV
pickup station is licensed to a broadcast network entity, a cable network on a wide area
basis or for the entire U.S., Section 74.24 would not apply and the visiting digital ENG
truck would take priority over local, old band plan analog operations. In other cases,
which rule applies isn't clear.
SBE also asked for clarification on the language saying continued operation on the old
band plan is permitted "if all 2 GHz TV BAS licensees in the market will agree." In
smaller markets, can a single "poor" station block conversion to the new band plan?
Alternatively, can a single "rich" station choose to change to the new band plan and force
other stations to follow suit?

The ARRL No Code Proposal Is Available Online
From ARRL News letter
The ARRL's no code proposal for accessing the HF bands includes restructuring the
amateur radio license classes, and reducing the number of classes to three:
Novice - No code test required, limited access to HF, two-meters and 440 MHz permitted
with power restrictions.
General - No code test required, with current Tech and Tech-plus being upgraded to
General automatically.
Extra - 5 WPM code test required, with current Advanced license holders being upgraded
to Extra automatically.
See the full text at: http://www.arrl.org/news/stories/2004/01/19/1/?nc=1
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Say hello to the next wave
From: "Albert Verbrugh albert@verbrugh.net
Gadget printer' promises industrial revolution By Duncan Graham-Rowe
The idea of printing a light bulb may seem bizarre, but US engineers are now developing
an ink-jet printing technology to do just that. The research at the University of California
in Berkeley will allow fully assembled electric and electronic gadgets to be printed in one
go.
The idea was revealed at a December workshop on robotic algorithms in Nice. Instead of
creating a casing and then laboriously filling it with electronic circuit boards, components
and switches, the plan is to print a complete and fully assembled device.
The trick is to print layer upon layer of conducting and semiconducting polymers in such
a way that the circuitry the device requires is built up as part of the bodywork.
When the technique is perfected, devices such as light bulbs, radios, remote controls,
mobile phones and toys will be spat out as individual fully functional systems without
expensive and labor-intensive production on an assembly line.
Three-dimensional printers are already valuable tools for making prototypes of newly
designed products. They deposit layers made from droplets of smart polymers, which
gradually build up into 3D shapes. Such printing techniques have become so
sophisticated it is now possible to print working prototypes with mechanical parts that
move as they would in the final product.
But Berkeley's crucial addition to this art is to allow the electronics to be included in the
printed device, rather than being added at great cost later on.
Electroactive polymers
Already, the Berkeley team has worked out how to print electronic components such as
transistors, capacitors, inductive coils and other semiconductor components. "These may
be connected to form complete circuits for actuation and control," says John Canny, who
heads the team.
Once they have developed ink-jet cartridges that can handle all the polymers needed for
casing and circuit printing, Canny predicts they could make, say, a remote control for a
TV.
Printed as a single continuous component, it would contain the buttons, a polymer-based
infrared emitter and polymer-based electronics: everything, in fact, except the batteries.
They could use transparent polymers and plastic light emitters to print light bulbs.
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By printing with "electroactive" polymers, which produce voltages across them when
compressed, or bunch up tight when a voltage is applied to them, the printed devices can
be made to respond to pressure or flex in certain directions. So buttons can be created that
produce voltages, for example, or artificial muscles for robots that flex when a voltage is
applied.
"Flexonics"
This merging of flexible materials with electronics has been dubbed "flexonics" and
could do away with the conventional printed circuit board. These are normally
multilayered flat plastic plates on which electronic components are soldered. Copper
strips running between the layers connect the components.
But flexonics makes this unnecessary. It is this ability to embed the electronics in the
device that has the potential to revolutionize industrial design. Rather than a casing
housing the circuitry, the casing is the circuitry.
But there is a downside. When a flexonic device breaks, it will be irreparable, because
none of the embedded components can be replaced. So the technology will fuel the
throwaway society.
Flexonics faces considerable challenges. Polymer-based electronic devices may be
cheaper to make than silicon, but their performance is considerably poorer. Polymer
transistors, for example, still have switching speeds 100 times slower than silicon
transistors.
But Jordan Pollack at Brandeis University in Waltham, Massachusetts, who is interested
in using 3D printing to make robots, says speed is not everything. The appeal of being
able to print electronic devices means the new technology will inevitably find its niche.
"Ultimately such 'Santa Claus' machines will begin to eat into lower-performance
circuitry, like light bulbs, toys and transistor radios," he predicts.

The Technology Retreat

Last Call!
- February 4-6 at La Quinta Resort (near Palm Springs) – Come find out!

- BE THERE! Don't say you haven't been warned.
- A Must for all engineers!
<http://www.hpaonline.com>
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FireStore DTE article
From: Duane Dunn ND@email.disney.com
At KSBY TV-6 in San Luis Obispo we demoed in late November the FireStore FS-3
from Focus Enhancements, formerly Videonics. We mated the unit to our JVC GY
DV500U camcorder and ran some tests. It was simple to mount with only two power
leads, a few screws, and a FireWre jumper to connect.
This unit mates perfectly on our JVC GY DV500U camcorders and works best with
http://pro.jvc.com/prof/Attributes/features.jsp?tree=GA&feature_id=01&model_id=MDL
101380 the new DV5000U . A pro version of the FS-3 has the multi pin mating
connector for menus to appear in the viewfinder. It also works with other brands of
camcorders with various degrees of integration. Typically you would record both to tape
and to disk. The only time you would use the tape would be as archive or backup so wear
and tear on the DV decks and tape costs would both be reduced significantly. The
FireStore FS-3 can be bought for around $2,000 with two plug-in FireWire drives that are
speedy yet efficient bus powered units typically used in laptops. The FS-3 adds additional
shock mounting and memory. The main added feature of the FS-3 is the ability to do DV
recordings with file wrapper types for any most any DV edit software you may have.
Direct-To-Edit means that you can mount your recorded clips within about 30 seconds to
the timeline of your DV editor and begin editing from that capture drive. The second
capture drive is then free to do more ENG. You also have the option of transferring the
files to local disk, about a 4x process.
We actually did a timed demo of the process of FireWire DTE. It takes just a few
seconds to extract the FS-3 hard drive from the top of the FS-3. You then only need to
plug your 6 pin bus powered cable into the drive and within 30 seconds you can see you
video in the timeline and edit direct from the FireWire drive using Final Cut Pro 4. All of
your FireWire captured ENG files are in your native format with a time/date/number
stamp. Meanwhile the photographer can grab another 40 to 80 gig drive and be set to
record 3 to 6 more hours.
We are working on a plan to use the new 20" iMac, Final Cut Pro 4, AJA Io, LaCie D2,
and Microsoft VirtualPC with a Win2000 guest OS for AP ENPS. Much of this has been
tried and works on a G4 dual processor 1.25gig tower. I will keep you up-to-date on
progress or lack thereof.
Duane K. Dunn -- TV Engineer -- San Francisco, CA

Important Safety information
From: James A. Pratt james.pratt@twcable.com
There's a very important article related to climbing safety systems in Occupational Health
& Safety magazine, Vol. 27, No. 3, pages 86-90, March 2003.
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The article by Weems and Bishop, titled "Will Your Safety Harness Kill You?" describes
possible post-fall trauma that can cause death in minutes. It also describes precautions
and actions to take to lessen the risks of post-fall trauma.
Every climber, every trainer, every field worker who is a potential rescuer (that's all of
us!) should read and commit to memory the principles taught in this plain English article.
Here's a link to the article as posted on the Centers for Disease Control website:
http://www.cdc.gov/elcosh/docs/d0500/d000568/d000568.html
Here's a link to the article in Adobe PDF format:
http://www.cdc.gov/elcosh/docs/d0500/d000568/d000568.pdf

Job Shop
From: Stu Engelke engineer@nycradio.com
We currently have a job opening at WMCA 570 and 970 DJ. We are looking for a full
time production assistant that will help in the production department and work some
hours in the control room. Applicants need to have hard disk editing experience and
experience in radio. Editing experience with Cool Edit Pro (or Adobe Audition) and
Prophet Systems NexGen software is a plus.
There are also part time Control Room board operator positions available.
WMCA, WWDJ is an Equal opportunity Employer.
Send your resume to:
Kevin Cottrell
WMCA / WWDJ
777 Terrace Avenue 6th Floor
Hasbrouck Heights, NJ 07604
or: Job-Shop@Tech-Notes.TV and mention 122-01.

From: Name withheld on request
Subject: New employment
Here is some info on my background in broadcast engineering. I'm also attaching a copy
of my resume. (You may forward it to qualified prospective employers.
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I'm still employed a Broadcast Engineer specializing in Transmitters in the San Francisco
Bay Area, but would like to find new employment. I'm happy where I’m at - but I'm
getting a little tired of 3 AM phone calls, after 40 years in this business. I'm now looking
for a position in technical sales, tech support, or customer service - in a broadcast-related
industry. I'd also like to be able to stay in the SF Bay Area.
I began in broadcasting in 1971, the year I separated from the Armed Forces. My
experience in Broadcasting actually began in the mid-west in 1960, when I got my First
Class Radiotelephone license. I then started work as CE for a small "fine arts" station in
Detroit. I worked for several FM stations in Detroit from 1960 to 1967, while also
attending college and electronics tech school.
I was on active duty in the Air Force for 4 years, as an electronics tech. Though I was in
the USAF for four years, I wasn't far from Broadcasting. From 1968 to 1969, I was
stationed in the South Atlantic and was volunteer CE for the base radio station. When I
returned to the States, I was assigned to McClellan AFB. During my two years there, I
also worked part-time as CE a small FM station in Woodland, and did contract
engineering in Sacramento.
Though most of my work after 1971 has been as a broadcast engineer, I have also worked
as a project engineer for a major broadcast manufacturer, as a sales engineer for a
electronic supply company, and in customer service / tech support for a major broadcast
electronics manufacturer. I had planned to make my previous job my last "career move"
and stay with them as a sales engineer. Unfortunately the company was sold and my
position was eliminated. At that time, the "transmitter" job became available, and I was
back to Broadcast Engineering.
So, that's my story. As noted in my resume, I hold the highest SBE certification level as
Professional Broadcast Engineer. I also hold an Amateur Radio operators license, am a
Senior Member of SBE, and a member of the Audio Engineering Society (AES). Other
hobbies and interests include photography and the collecting of antique and vintage
radios.
Please feel free to post any of this information as appropriate, while keeping my identity
confidential
Interested parties should contact: Job-Shop@Tech-Notes.TV and mention 122-02.

From: Name withheld on request
Subject: Looking for work.
A 25 year, TV broadcast Director of Engineering; veteran is seeking a group or regional
VP level opportunity. All prior experience was gained in both New York and Los
Angeles markets for a major station group. Recently spent two and a half years "pulling
back the curtains" in a sales role serving all market sizes from California to Alaska and
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Montana to Hawaii. He has lead engineering teams to fully rebuild every aspect of TV
stations including studios, master control, transmitter facilities (NTSC and DTV) and
core infrastructure. High energy, team concept leadership, and frugal with the budget all
describe the job seeker."
Interested parties should contact: Job-Shop@Tech-Notes.TV and mention 122-03.

ENGINEER - KFMB-AM/FM
KFMB is looking for a broadcast radio engineer. Qualified candidates should have a
minimum of 5 years experience in large market radio operations with hands-on
experience maintaining hi-power AM and FM transmitters, AM directional antenna
systems and digital automation systems.
More information and other listings at http://sbe36.org/jobs.html

Training Position
Since many of our readers have a lot of technical experience and have probably trained
and coached others, we thought we would pass on this opportunity. ITT Technical
Institute is hiring 100 online instructors and that this is something you can do on the side.
We know that in the recent past some of our readers have been looking for work (maybe
someone's looking now?) and this might help out. We know that ITT would like someone
to have a teaching degree for the online instructors but it's not necessary.
So here's the basic information as they posted it:
"ITT Technical Institute is launching a big Online Program and they're hiring hundreds of
Online Instructors. Ideal requirements: Masters with Online teaching experience.
Minimum requirements: Bachelor's with experience in training, coaching, teaching."
And here are links to go to a web site to apply for the position:
Tiny URL: http://tinyurl.com/3ah33
The full URL (watch word wrap):
http://itt.hireengine.net/jobs/detail.cfm?job_id=37&location_id=169&sc=techdiscussionli
st
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Suggested Contract Engineering Rates
From: Lyle Henry, CPBE The Radio Doctor K9DKW/K7OO lylehenry@fastmail.fm
Q. What do you charge per hour for transmitter work? Do you use the same rate for
studio work?
A. $75/hour $650/day plus expenses. 15% discount to non-commercial stations except
religious;15% more for them to help make up for the ones that don't pay. Hate studio
work so try not to do it. :)
Q. Do you charge mileage, or just continue the tech rate?
A. Same rate port to port. I can't be doing work for others while driving, but since I can
enjoy Public Radio, no charge for mileage.
Q. What do you charge for more advanced procedures, such as an AM antenna
impedance measurement, or anything that requires test equipment that most
engineers/stations do not have?
A. $100/hour and I bring the test gear.
Q. What do you charge for emergency rental/loaner equipment...i.e.: Optimod, freq agile
exciter, etc. Or do you just provide it?
A. If I've got one, I let them use it briefly till the other one is repaired.
Q. And whatever else you can think of?
A. I charge $100/hour for consulting. This usually means having a meeting(s) or series
of lengthy phone conversations.
Maybe we can all learn something here! Yes, let's print higher rate cards effective
immediately!
...Lyle

Broadcast Job Opportunities To Be Featured At NAB2004 Career Fair
In Las Vegas
From an NAB Press Release
Job seekers and broadcasters will take part in the Radio and
Television Career Fair, held in conjunction with the National
Association of Broadcasters (NAB), Broadcast Education
Association (BEA) and the Radio-Television News Directors
Association (RTNDA) annual conventions. The event will
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occur on Sunday, April 18, Noon - 5 p.m. at the Las Vegas Convention Center at
NAB2004.
Representatives from radio and television stations seeking employees for jobs ranging
from entry-level to management positions will be on hand to accept resumes and discuss
career opportunities. Admission is free to all job seekers and registrants of the NAB2004,
BEA2004 and RTNDA@NAB conventions.
Job seekers may register for free on-site but are encouraged to post their resumes at
www.nab.org/bcc. Table reservations for recruiters at the Career Fair are due by March
22. Recruiters may contact Karen Hunter via email at khunter@nab.org for more
information.
Immediately prior to the Career Fair, the NAB/BEA/RTNDA Career Employment
Seminar will feature industry experts discussing the current job market and new career
opportunities.

Classified Ads
From: Jim Sute JSute@radiomedford.com
Subject: Items for sale
I've got the deal of 2004 for someone in the market for a decent 20kw transmitter! It's a
20 kw TTC/Wilkinson FM20000E complete with TTC Series 8090X exciter. It was
pulled from service a month ago, and was running fine at 17 kw. The first $3500.00
takes it!
I also need to sell my 1983 BE FX-30 exciter. It's been completely serviced within the
past month, and sounds perfect. I'd like $2000 for it.
Inquiries can be directed to me via email jsute@radiomedford.com
I really appreciate you letting folks know about these items.
Jim
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Features History & Opinions
The things you see on the streets of NY
Bill Lance bill@lancedesign.com
I was walking down 46th st between 5th and 6th aves tonight and saw, pushed out on the
sidewalk for collection, along with the trash bags and empty boxes, a complete consolemounted BVH-2000, with TBC, tek waveform monitor and vectorscope, monitor
switcher, and 14" color monitor - all in good condition.
The amazing thing was that the only part of it I could think of a use for was the AC strip
mounted in the back. I guess 1" really is dead.
Happy new year to everybody.

Bill

My observations
By: Burt I. Weiner biwa@earthlink.net
I've heard of situations where people have
moved into a home overlooking the ocean and
then complain about the lighthouse and try to get
it shut down.
In our area we often have people move in and
then complain about the horses. They have been
shot down so many times in City Hall by, "What
did you expect when you moved into an Equestrian Area???"
Once, while doing a remote from a Hard Rock Café, an elderly couple came in. After
being there for about 20 minutes or so complained to the manager bitterly about the
music. I must say that he offered to seat them elsewhere and went way out of his way to
try and please them. They continued to complain. Finally, out of frustration he simply
asked them, "Sir, what did you expect in a place called the Hard Rock - The
Philharmonic???"
Sometimes when Margaret and I are driving we'll pass a nice, tall tower and she'll ask, "I
suppose you would like to live near that?" and I'll answer, "no I wouldn't. I'd like it to be
all mine – in our back yard!" (Towers don't bother her.) What self respecting ham would
want to live near a big tower and be only be able to look at it and drool?. That would be
about as bad as living in the poor house - just across from the Ham Radio store!
I don't mean to sound like an old fuddy-duddy who doesn't want to accept new
technology, but...
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It seems to me that there are a lot of people in our industry who have never heard good
analog AM radio. It's been 40+ years since they've stopped making quality AM
receivers. What we're basing a lot of our comments on is AM radio as we hear it today.
I've written about this before and I want to say it again, don't be so eager to condemn a
mode of operation based on poor receiver design.
I have a 50 year old G.E. table model radio sitting on my desk. With it's built in loop
antenna and 4" speaker it doesn't sound to shabby. It even sounds better than a G.E.
Super-Radio! I also have some fairly sophisticated measuring receivers that have (really)
good bandwidth that I can connect to a good audio system. The biggest problem I hear is
stations that are over-premphasized in order to try and equalize out narrow receiver
filters. You don't need sophisticated measuring receivers to recover good audio but you
do need a properly designed receiver, like the ones we had before selectivity was the
most important goal.
It's sad to hear so many negative comments regarding AM by so many people who have
never heard good AM and really don't know or understand it. It also amazes me how
much time and effort we spend on getting decent bandwidth in a facility and how little
effort is made to recover the bandwidth we already have available to us. It doesn't appear
that we as supposed scientists are going to have much success in getting decent receivers
for AM. FM will eventually go the same route - cheap receivers with poor front ends as
well as poor back ends.
While new technology may give us better ways to work within the confines of the Laws
of Physics, it won't give us the ability to repeal them.
Pardon my rambling,

but…

Level balance in headphones...is an ongoing problem. Doing as many remotes as I seem
to do I run into this all the time with people claiming they can't hear themselves.
Listening off the same earphone amp it sounds fine to me. Here is what I've found part of
the problem to be in many cases:
Simply put, the bone conduction in the head is out of phase with the earphones. This can
cause the announcer/announceress to hear their own voice lower than other stuffs. In my
remote package I've added a switch in the headphone amp input that reverses the polarity
of the balanced inputs of both channels (Yes, I feed stereo to the headphones in many
cases.) I ask the "talent" which sounds louder to them and I flip between the two
positions. Most of the time one of the positions is definitely louder and they're happy.
This may help to solve the problem described below. One caveat, while hopefully all
earphones are in phase with each side they are not necessarily of the same polarity as
another pair.
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You can try this for yourself by talking in the mic and listening in the headphones and
run the fader up and down. If there is a phase issue you will find you can null out your
own voice.
If this doesn't help you may want to suggest that they listen to their own show recorded
with a skimmer recording off air.
Burt

DVD & Hard Drive
By Roy Trumbull
It has been my observation for years that virtually nothing is developed
for broadcast or professional use that doesn't have some consumer
product fallout. So it was with some interest that I noted a new product
reviewed in the Circuits Section of the New York Times. It was a
DVD recorder housed in the same chassis with a digital hard drive
style recorder. Three manufacturers will have product out there this
holiday season. One of them contains TIVO software.
As I look at my tired DVC-Pro decks that are approaching 15,000
hours of use, I wonder how long tape will be with us? We've been dumping everything
into hard drives to edit for quite some time now. Cameras have been demonstrated with
dockable hard drives as have cameras with DVD recorders.
It is a real challenge to bring a tape transport back to original specs when it has been used
for 3 or 4 years. It's not just that parts wear out it's that those parts were cherry picked at
the factory to make the machine meet spec.. Just putting any old replacement part in
won't accomplish the same thing and the manufacturer won't facilitate the process. If
anything, the replacement parts are jacked up in price year after year so that your only
choice is to buy new equipment because the old is too expensive to maintain.
If I can buy a recorder that doesn't have media grinding against heads and guides, that
doesn't hang loading and unloading, and that permits rapid access without spooling and
spooling, why shouldn't I make the move?
The adoption rate will tell the story. No one had to draw diagrams in the sand to explain
the virtues of using a server for spots and programming. Everyone got it really fast. I
think the hard drive DVD combination will go the same way.
Roy Trumbull
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Antenna Pressurization
By Bob Groome, Sales Engineer – Jampro Antennas
Jampro recommends for stations’ antennas located in a lightning
hit area or for antennas driven by transmitters that can sustain an
arc for more than few seconds, use only dry air, not nitrogen. If
nitrogen is used to test pressurization and/or used to purge
moisture from an antenna, it should be replaced by dry air when
the procedure is completed.
To replace nitrogen in a closed coax – antenna system, adjust the
dehydrator to over 15 PSI. This will cause the pop off valve(s) in
the antenna to purge the excess air. The dehydrator will kick in
adding more dry air attempting to maintain the 15 PSI, blowing air through the system.
Maintain this mode of operation until all the nitrogen is out of the system and then reduce
the dehydrator pressure to about 3 PSI. If the pop off valve has been removed, do this
manually.
The technical back ground: Based on a conversation with a senior chemical design
engineer at E.I. Dupont, Dr. Bro, at the urging of Technical Broadcast Consultants’ Sam
Garfield (also the current Vice President of SBE), the following was discovered. When
PTFE ((1)Teflon ™) is heated to 500° C or so, hundreds of thousands molecules of
Teflon are heated. CF2 will become a double bonded CF2. This double bonded CF2 will
become CF3 (a gas) and C (carbon, visible as soot) if Nitrogen is used to pressurize to
coax – antenna system.
The chemical result: CF2 + CF2….. in the presence of nitrogen and high heat yields HF
+ CF2 O (carbonate Fluoride) + C (carbon). And you don’t want carbon inside your
antenna. A better way is to use dry air: CF2 + CF2…. in the presence of dry air and high
heat yields HF + CF2 O + CO2 , a less damaging gas.
During the arc, the heated air expands quickly and possibly will open the pop off value.
This will allow more air to move through the system. This is good, as it will provide
more oxygen molecules to bond with the CF2 and make more CO2. When the oxygen is
depleted, C is the byproduct. So, depending on the duration of the flash over or arc, some
carbon will still form in the presence of dry air, but not nearly as much as in the presence
of nitrogen. In addition, the byproduct of the arc itself may produce carbon. It appears
you can not stop the production of carbon completely, but this recommended step will
reduce the likelihood of its production in you antenna system, should it experience a
sustained arc.
Bottom line: use dry air.
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It’s Team Work and We’re Part of the Team.
Jim Haddon, Jr. CBNT Prime937@aol.com
Contract Engineer in Louisiana.
If I can interject long enough to get a few of y'all pissed with me, Engineering, Sales,
Programming... How can any one of these departments exist without the other? I worked
for Cumulus in the days when Terry Baun was still VP of Engineering. A lot of you
know Terry. He's a former SBE President and board member. Terry gave a discussion
on just this subject at one of our Engineering conferences and really shined a light on this
for me.
Every one of us KNOWS BEYOND THE SHADOW OF A DOUBT (and this thread is
testiment to the fact) that without us, the Engineers, stations cannot function. For us, this
is easy to see and we don't understand why sales, programming, management, etc. doesn't
just understand this. But let's put ourselves in the shoes of the sales slug (yes, I do still
feel the same as everyone else about them!). The sales slug KNOWS BEYOND THE
SHADOW OF A DOUBT that without sales, there is no income and therefore, the station
cannot possibly survive and therefore, the Engineer will have no station to maintain. You
know what? They're RIGHT!
Again, let's put ourselves in the programmers shoes. The programmer KNOWS
BEYOND THE SHADOW OF A DOUBT that without effective programming, the
station will fail and therefore be an un-marketable product and therefore, no income and
therefore, the station cannot possibly survive and therefore, the Engineer will have no
station to maintain. Right again.
What about the GM's shoes? The GM KNOWS BEYOND THE SHADOW OF A
DOUBT that without them there to coordinate all of these departments, chaos runs amok
and therefore noone focuses the entire operation on a common goal and therefore the
station will fail and therefore be an un-marketable product and therefore, no income and
therefore, the station cannot possibly survive and therefore, the Engineer will have no
station to maintain. The jury's still out on that one...
Let's face it, Engineers CREATED radio. It was the techno-geeks of the day at RCA who
came up with a way to modulate the amplitude of a steady carrier frequency which
would, in turn, induce a slight EMF on a bare wire connected to a receiving device at
another location. Could sales have done that? Programmers? Management? (If you're
not sure of the answer to that one, show them that explination and watch the quizzical
looks.) We created radio and GAVE it to them.
Why would we do such a thing? Because in our wisdom, we realized the potential of this
medium not only as a world-changing technology, but as a viable money maker. We told
them, "Here it is. Make us all some money. We'll sit in the background and make it
work and continue improvements." Why would we do such a thing? Because most of us
know about as much about the business end (and care about as much about the business
end) as they know or care about Engineering. Yeah, they don't show the respect due of
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the department that created them, built them, and keeps them on the air and sounding
good. But do we always show the respect due to the department that creates the
programming that attracts listenership (no matter how much that format makes you
cringe, PEOPLE ARE LISTENING!)? Do we show the respect to the sales department
that goes out and sells that viable format time and again so that our station has the money
to pay the salaries we want (or somewhere in the ballpar!
k) or to finance the "new toys" it takes to keep the station state of the art?
I'm not saying we should go around kissing their butts. We should just sometimes
understand when they don't kiss ours, even though we feel our butts more deserving of
affection.
Jimmie Steele

Accuracy vs. Desirability

The point is PICTURE QUALITY

From: Mark Schubin tvmark@earthlink.net
I am going to write the rest of this message without the last
word above because it is such a charged word.
I hope we can all agree that there is a characteristic called
"accuracy," which, in this case, would refer to how closely a
display reproduces the intended picture. I also hope we can
all agree that there is a characteristic called "desirability,"
which refers to how much people like something.
Circa 1970, when misadjusted NTSC TVs were still
commonly offering purplish or greenish faces, Sony offered a
button on its Trinitrons that made faces look normal. It also,
unfortunately, made intentionally purplish or greenish tones
look like normal flesh tones. It did so by taking a swath of
chroma-phase vectors and forcing them into a narrower range.
Early Trinitron tubes also had relatively crude aperture grilles. Detail resolution was
mediocre, but the visible black stripes provided a sharpening effect.
There were also characteristics of the early Trinitrons that tended to hide noise -- at the
sacrifice of fine detail and dynamic range.
All of those characteristics made the Trinitron images less accurate, but they also made
them more desirable to most consumers. We quickly learned that a Trinitron was just
what you wanted to show your program on in a screening but absolutely not what you
wanted your video operator looking at.
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I agree. The foibles of DLP (and other display technologies) that make them offer less
accurate pictures than CRTs. There are other characteristics of DLP (and other display
technologies) that make them more desirable to most consumers.
TTFN,
Mark

Apple is Really Serious
From: John Willkie jmwillkie@cts.com
I've bandied about here from time to time about how many times, and how badly, Apple
has done extremely foolish things.
The trend has been in the opposite direction for some months. First was the iPod. Not
the initial "Apple only" model, but the physical device and how it worked with computers
absolutely ideal, well, if you add on the ability to receive AM, FM, shortwave and DTV
audio, but other than that a unique networked media device (sneaker net, but networked)
of the future.
Then, they "went windows" and I couldn't whine about iPod anymore. Ah, I thought, but
that's only the first of two of the future hand-held media devices of the future, what about
video, text, photo, graphics (plus sound)? Then, I hear about this iTablet.
Yup, they might just have it, if the thing eventually supports Windows computers and
Windows Media. They might just have it on the portable media side. Of course, it will
need to do two way telemetry/control, and might not need to have the best tuner, but
anyway ...
What really did it for me, however, was the radio ad I heard before Christmas.
Robinson's-May mentioned that one could buy Apple iPods in their stores. Apple iPods
selling at main-line department stores. It's the first bright sign I've seen in Apple
distribution in more than 17 years (Sears Computer Store.).
Microsoft is watching their current pie and timidly trying to skim other people's cream
(X-Box). Apple is leveraging it's "we do the whole thing" CE philosophy to bake entirely
new types and flavors of pies in their own unique way, but that at least fit into the old pie
pans.
All this while the makes of TV sets, oblivious to what is going to happen to their business
once the computer folk get a hold of it, tried to get courts to rule that in the U.S., TV sets
need not have tuners that received all U.S. TV transmissions.
Portable "networked" digital media devices are likely to be a bigger business in five years
than what remains of the integrated "TV set" business, and Apple will forever be the
market leader, the one that one measures the competition against.
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(Nokia saw this too, but jumped too far ahead with the MediaScreen/DVB-in-the-USA
play that they felt only made it doable here.)
So, here's the future of media electronics: home media acquisition/storage/distribution
systems, home displays/speaker/remote control setups, portable media devices. And,
games, toys, computers and phones. But, little overlap. Hard to use the PDA/phone's
PDA when you're on the phone. Just make both smaller and more reliable (or cheaper
and disposable), please.
John

MakeThemPlayFair.com
From: Craig Birkmaier craig@pcube.com
I woke up a bit early one morning (5;15), thanks to several
aging canines that care nothing about those last few minutes of
quality sleep time. After I let them out and cleaned up the
inevitable overnight messes, I turned on the TV and discovered
another mess. Looks like Cox Cable is using "the full court
press" to defend their inevitable annual rate increase. There on
the screen was the General Manager of Cox Cable in
Gainesville,
asking
me
to
go
to
http://www.MakeThemPlayFair.com so that I could help Cox fight the unreasonable
demands of ESPN and other regional sports networks (like Fox). The GM explained that
huge increases in programming costs, especially from sports nets like ESPN, are
responsible for the huge increases in basic cable rates over the past decade.
So I took him up on his offer and checked it out. Bottom line, ESPN is asking for yet
another 20% rate increase, from a national average of $2.61 per month to something
north of $3 per month. And, as has been reported in the San Diego Cox negotiations, Fox
is asking for a 35% increase for some of its regional sports nets.
There are many interesting charts and graphs on the MakeThemPlayFair web site. It is
worth the time to see the way the cable industry is "color correcting" this picture...
Realizing that there is more than one side to this story I put Google to the test and came
up with some interesting counter points.
One of the most interesting sites I found is: http://text.dslreports.com/shownews/36254
Turns out that this is actually a discussion board, but the discussion that opens this thread
has a bunch of embedded links that provide a more complete picture of the "REAL
STORY."
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The link - "January Report" - takes you to a .PDF file produced by Consumer's Union in
January of 2003. This report noted that since 1997, basic cable rates have raised an
average of $8.50/month. Of this, only $3/mo is the result of programming cost increases.
$5.50/mo is the result of increased operating margins for the cable companies, which they
claim is necessary to pay for billions in plant upgrades. But the Consumer's Union
produces a bunch of data that suggests that these upgrades are more than paying for
themselves via new revenues for new services such as cable modems. What is very clear
from the report is that operating revenue per subscriber has increased substantially during
this period, from $208 per year to $273 per year at the beginning of 2003.
Another link, StopFeedingThe Pig.com, provides an amusing flash animation; turns out
to be an ad for Dish networks.
And finally, the link "PR Campaign" takes you to the ESPN site that challenges the Cox
website.
http://msn.espn.go.com/gen/espncablestanceindex.html
Bottom line, after all the finger pointing is over, the situation will remain unchanged. At
the moment, this game of leap-frog helps the cable industry, the content oligopoly, and
even the DBS services make money by raising rates much faster than the rate of inflation.
The good news is that these PR stunts are helping to educate consumers about the reasons
that they are being fleeced by the media oligopoly, with help from the FCC and
Congress.
Regards Craig

From the Pen of Mendrala
By: Jim Mendrala

“Went and Dun Do’ed It!”
With all the HDTVs now being sold, I went and dun do’ed it. Yes I went ahead and
purchased a HDTV ready television.
After evaluating all the HDTV sets, HDTV ready sets, LCD and plasma displays I settled
on a rear projection Samsung 50” DLP, m/n HLN507W. I already have Dish Network’s
EchoStar 6000 high definition receiver and have been watching HD on my, now retired,
Sony Vega at 480i. (Down converted HD by the way looks a lot better than SDTV on the
satellite.)
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Here in a nut shell are my reasons for going with TI's (Texas Instruments) DLP engine
featured in the Samsung DLP and RCA Scenium DLP Rear Projection TVs.
The Samsung m/n HLN507W is a proven HDTV monitor with TI's Digital Micro-mirror
Device (DMD) and Digital Light Processing (DLP). Samsung has been producing these
sets for over a year after beta testing the sets for about 8 months prior on the East coast.
The DLP does not burn nor does it change over time. Digital cinema has been using three
DMD devices, one for red, one for green and one for blue to project images up to and
beyond 50 ft. wide in the theater, so a 43", 50" or 60" screen is relatively easy. The light
required for an in home display is not very high so the engine in the DLP sets uses a color
wheel. The small size of the single 1280 x 720 pixel DMD chip with a spinning color
wheel allows for a much greater color gamut than traditional CRT or Plasma displays
phosphors. Because of the greater light output the screen does not have as much optical
gain thus the viewing angle is much greater and the surface of the screen has a matte
surfaces and does not reflect images of what is in your living room.
Plasma displays are nice looking and the idea of hanging it on the wall is appealing but
the Plasma display has phosphors just like the traditional CRT TV. The downside of this
is that the color gamut is less than a DLP. The phosphors are illuminated by plasma that
gives off ultra violet light that causes the phosphors to glow just like a fluorescent bulb.
When the signal is removed from the plasma the phosphor tends to have an after glow.
This might be visible some times on fast moving objects across the screen. The Plasma
displays are also power hungry using upwards of over 700 watts so they are not efficient.
A typical television uses less power. Phosphors also have a tendency to burn thus if you
watch a lot of 4:3 SDTV content the letterbox will tend to be visible after time.
LCD or Liquid Crystal Displays are cheaper to produce than Plasma displays but work on
the principal of light sensitive sun glasses. They are not very fast and when the signal is
removed it takes time for the liquid crystal to turn off or in other words block or not
reflect the light. This slow response time is somewhat similar to the "after glow"
characteristic of the CRT and plasma displays only slightly worse. Motion on a LCD
panel tends to look smeary. This is bad if you like to watch football, basketball or other
fast moving images.
CRTs (Cathode Ray Tubes) in order to have enough resolution generally need to have
CRTs at least 9 inches or greater, one each for red, green and blue images to resolve the
detail in a high definition picture. This is because the “spot” diameter of the electron
beam that scans the phosphors. The spot being smaller does not excite a large amount of
phosphor so light output is generally low requiring a higher gain screen.
There are two more possible technologies for the HDTV displays. One is OLED (Organic
Light Emitting Diodes). The other is the FeLCD (Ferro electric Liquid Crystal Display.
So far only the cell phone market is using OLED in quantity and these displays are small
postage size displays. The FeLCD are being used in some digital still cameras for
electronic viewfinders such as in the Minolta DiMage 7.
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To determine what size display one should get, measure the distance from where you will
set most of the time to watch the TV and divide this distance by six. This gives you the
screen height you should be shopping for. Than to get the screen diagonal divide the
screen height by the SINE of 29 degrees or 0.5 (0.4903 for those with calculators)
Example:
Screen Diagonal (in inches) =(Viewing Distance (in inches) /3) / 0.5
For a 5' 3" viewing distance:
5.4' x 12" = 64.5"
Screen Diagonal = (64.5"/3)/0.5 or 43"
Select a 43" HDTV 16:9 screen.
For a 6' 4" viewing distance:
6.3' x 12" = 75"
Screen Diagonal = (75/3)/0.5 or 50"
Select a 50" HDTV 16:9 screen
For a 7’ 6” viewing distance:
7.5' x 12" = 90"
Screen Diagonal = (90"/3)/0.5 or 60"
Select a 60" HDTV 16:9 screen.
When you go to look at the HDTV displays at places like Good Guys, Best Buy, Sears
and Circuit City, the images that are in the store generally are not HDTV (except in a
very few cases). They generally can't show you what an OTA (Off the Air) signal looks
like nor are they likely to show you DTV reception. They usually display DVD quality
video that is in-store produced. It generally originates from a video server such as a
Sencore box. (The Sencore box can store HDTV images) Sometimes you will see an
HDTV with the word "Mitsubishi" in the lower right hand corner. This could be an
HDTV signal but not always. Asking the sales person generally will not help as they
don't seem to know.
DTV has been available since November of 1999. Los Angeles, as an example, has 10
DTV stations on the air (KABC-DT, KCBS-DT, KNBC-DT, KCET-DT, etc.) These are
not to be confused with the old analog stations (KABC-TV, KCBS-TV, KNBC-TV,
KCET-TV, etc.). Cable companies and satellite companies take the analog stations and
digitize them and call it Digital TV. Quality can and does suffer from the way some
companies digitize.
DirecTV, Dish Network and some cable companies offer some HDTV content such as
CBSHD, Discovery HD Theater, HDNet, Showtime HD and HBO HD. The newest
satellite company is "Voom" which is offering up to 26 HDTV channels plus about
another 70 SDTV channels but no locals.
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Most satellite companies recommend OTA for your local DTV. The HDTV DTV
receivers all have OTA 8-VSB capability (8-VSB is the ATSC Standard for OTA DTV
transmission). They run about $500 to $1,000. At this time Dish and DirecTV both have
satellite receivers with built in DVR capable of recording up to about 12-14 hours of
HDTV. They will also receive OTA signals.
The only HDTV recorder at the moment is the JVC D-VHS machine. In a few years there
will be HDTV DVDs. Prototypes have been shown at NAB and CES so product is only a
few years away. The HDTV DVDs will be using a new technology using blue lasers to
read the digital content instead of the old red lasers we use today. The blue laser will be
capable of reading, however, the old CDs and DVDs so those won't become obsolete.
One other thing to mention is whatever you look at and purchase make sure the display
has a DVI (Digital Video Interface) input as that will be the connection of choice in the
future as it has a greater bandwidth capability.
Well I guess I've bored you enough with some of these details but it is a "Buyer Beware"
atmosphere out there.
Now, if all of TV land could go High Definition and get rid of those soft “out of focus”
SDTV programs. Wouldn’t that be great!

Parting Shots
By Larry Bloomfield
Since we have such a large issue this time, I’ll try to be brief.
There’s a new compact antenna out from Winegard. Check it out. Could be useful
http://www.winegard.com/offair/pdf/ss1000.pdf
I believe that any organization is only as good as its members. If the members are willing
to put time and effort into it, it will be successful, whatever its aims or goals are.
NAB, for example, has a very much different charger than SBE. I believe NAB is a lobby
for broadcasters and manufacturers (to a lesser degree). Since I'm not a member, I really
am not in a position to say much about NAB. A visit to their website would certainly give
you a look into their stated mission. I do know that I appreciate the annual trek to the
desert for the NAB convention. There are only two places on this earth where the
preponderance of technology is assembled for us engineers to go see and learn; NAB and
IBC.
Only a fraction are in a position to get to Europe for IBC. So those station managers who
don't send at least one engineer to NAB are just plain STUPID. There is no way upper
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management can expect their engineers to give good input to their organization if they are
not exposed to on going education that is available at NAB's convention.
Now as to SBE, in my way of thinking, SBE is an organization who through training and
testing ensures the broadcast industry has "qualified" engineers/technicians to fill the
various jobs. Arguably, SBE was founded to fill the gap when the FCC stopped doing
their job of testing would-be broadcast engineering aspirants.
IMHO, any SBE chapter that doesn't make a concerted effort to have on going training, in
addition to testing is not living up to what SBE is all about. Social events are important,
but when that is all a chapter holds important, they it is no better than any other of a
number of social clubs.
If you’re in broadcasting and you’re not a member of SBE – you should be. Want an app?
Contact me and I’ll send you one.
With the ever advancing technology, it is most important that we technical types keep our
selves up to speed on this ever changing technology. In addition to the plethora of print
media and on-line newsletter avail today, SBE can certainly play a roll in that challenge.
The SBE meeting can be a source of two way communication with manufacturers and
service providers that the afore mentioned media can not offer.
As I have said so many times over during the Road Show that I take to SBE chapters
across the country, those engineers and/or technicians who don't keep up with the everyadvancing and changing technology will find themselves outside their old places of
employment, looking at the call letters on the building, wondering why they don't have a
job inside.
Yes, and on the flip side of the coin, we engineering types have nearly automated
ourselves out of jobs, but it’s those rare individuals who keep abreast of how to make the
new automation and the things the automation runs that will always be employable.
I'm a member of SBE, SMPTE and have been a member of AES and STE. Neither of the
latter two are any where near me here in Oregon or I'd be an active member of them as
well. There are many of us engineers who are members of ARRL, the American Radio
Relay League (for amateur radio operators). All of these have on going training programs
in their special area of interest. I can’t forget the Order of the Iron Test Pattern.
Where SBE is a certification organization, SMPTE, on the other hand works in the area
of developing standards for the television sector of the broadcast industry. Many of the
digital cinema standards that have been used are very similar to those we use in TV and
SMPTE is working to improve in both areas. SMPTE also has meeting similar to SBE
and in some communities the meetings are joint, both bodies realizing that continuing
education is of prime importance. Want to change the standards? Join SMPTE and get on
one of their committees and you don’t have to be in New York, Los Angeles or any other
large market to make your input known.
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It has been my experience and observation that SBE is more of a vocal group when it
comes to lobbying for broadcasting issues than SMPTE, but make no mistake, SMPTE
does fight for what they believe to be of importance.
Well, I've been in the bully-pulpit long enough. But before I close, I just want to tell you
that the Order of the Iron Test Pattern’s sole purpose is to recognize those of us
who have SURVIVED the broadcast industry. Most of us fall into that category. Check
out their website: www.OITP.org
I'm sure there are those who will take issue with what I've said here, but for the life of
me, I'll probably not understand why. Oh and stay Tuned for THE Road Show - A Taste
of NAB 2004
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